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The phenomenally popular compact dictionary has been newly revised and updatedÃ¢â‚¬â€•the

perfect reference for school, office, and home.WebsterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s New World dictionaries have

been defining American English for more than fifty years. This perennial bestseller is sure to draw in

even more readers with its updated materialsÃ¢â‚¬â€•including new biographical, geographical,

scientific, and vocabulary entries reflecting our rapidly evolving language. The WebsterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

New World Dictionary is ideal for students and adults of all ages.
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Ken Kister Author of "Best Dictionaries" The best dictionary available.

Michael E. Agnes is the principal editor for this new edition of the WebsterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s New World

Compact School and Office Dictionary.

Good size for a young student. Fits in backpack nicely. This is the second one I've bought, and it

has held up more than nicely for a school year (3rd grade), and now my son can continue to use it

for this next year as well. The cover of the first one was blue and that is what I received. However,

the picture of this one is red. I was expecting a red one to come for my daughter's school supplies,

but she ended up with blue. Not a huge deal. She was ok with the blue.

This was a gift for my brother that doesn't have a computer. He wanted to verify the spelling of a



word for a letter he was writing.

This is for everyday use, not for someone who is really into words, like someone who plays

Scrabble. It's an inch thick but still lightweight, easy to carry to class. And the font is large enough

for me to read without my glasses, but not overly large for someone with a sight impairment.

Looks nice, but my copy is missing about 30 pages. The page after 148 is 181 and goes from the

word "corm" to "detente". Doesn't appear to have any gaps, but this is certainly an incomplete

dictionary.

Just as expected. :-)

got it for my sons for school and seems to working out great for what they need

The definitions in this dictionary are vague and frequently useless. The etymology good, though.

The illustrations are also cool, but seem picked somewhat at random. American Heritage is better.

Disappointed that I was not able to order a class set. I had to order it several times, even at that I

was not able to complete the class set.
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